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Abstract

We describe our two NMT systems sub-
mitted to the WMT2021 shared task in
English-Czech news translation: CUNI-
DocTransformer (document-level CUBBITT)
and CUNI-Marian-Baselines. We improve the
former with a better sentence-segmentation
pre-processing and a post-processing for
fixing errors in numbers and units. We
use the latter for experiments with various
backtranslation techniques.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we describe our two NMT systems
submitted to the WMT 2021 English-Czech news
translation shared task: “CUNI-DocTransformer”
(Charles University document-level Transformer)
and “CUNI-Marian-Baselines”. In addition, we
submitted also “CUNI-Transformer2018”, which
is exactly the same system (sentence-level) as sub-
mitted in 2018 (Popel, 2018).

CUNI-DocTransformer uses the same model as
submitted last year (Popel, 2020), but with im-
proved sentence segmentation (Section 3.1) and
number-unit postprocessing (Section 3.2). This
system was submitted for both English→Czech
and Czech→English.

CUNI-Marian-Baselines is an attempt at reimple-
mentation of the original CUNI-Transformer2018
in Marian (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018), where
we experiment with various setups of tagged back-
translation (Section 4). This system was trained
only for English→Czech.

According to automatic evaluation provided
by the WMT organizers (Table 1), CUNI-
DocTransformer is the third best English→Czech
system.

2 Common settings

Both our systems use the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) architecture, checkpoint averaging

cased BLEU chrF

system ref A ref B ref A

Facebook-AI 24.80 (1) 22.69 (1) 0.5358
Online-W 23.02 (2) 21.57 (2) 0.5285
CUNI-DocTransformer 22.19 (3) 19.85 (3) 0.5170
CUNI-Transformer2018 21.63 (4) 19.67 (4) 0.5091
eTranslation 21.03 (5) 19.38 (5) 0.5063
Online-A 20.16 (7) 18.18 (7) 0.4989
CUNI-Marian-Baselines 20.09 (6) 18.29 (6) 0.4992
Online-B 20.04 (8) 17.90 (8) 0.4956
Online-Y 18.13 (9) 16.13 (9) 0.4807
Online-G 15.30 (10) 13.87 (10) 0.4570

Table 1: Evaluation of English→Czech WMT21 sys-
tems. The systems are ordered by BLEU with refer-
ence A, ordering by the other metrics is provided in
parentheses. Names of systems described in this paper
are in bold.

(using the last 8 checkpoints) and a 32k joint
English-Czech subword vocabulary. Both systems
are trained on CzEng 2.0 (Kocmi et al., 2020)
with 61M authentic parallel and 127M synthetic
(back-translated) sentences (see Table 2), but the
English→Czech CUNI-DocTransformer does not
use directly the EN-mono section,1 while CUNI-
Marian-Baselines uses all three sections including
EN-mono (i.e. using forward-translation).

Both systems use Block-backtranslation (Popel
et al., 2020), although CUNI-Marian-Baselines
uses too small block size, so it does not have the
expected positive effect as described in Section 4.

3 DocTransformer improvements

3.1 Sentence segmentation

CUNI-DocTransformer was trained on multi-
sentence sequences of up to 3000 characters and

1The synthetic data in CzEng 2.0 were prepared using it-
erated backtranslation, so the EN-mono data were used for
training a Czech→English system, which produced the En-
glish translation of the CS-mono data in CzEng 2.0. Thus,
indirectly also the EN-mono data were used for training the
English→Czech CUNI-DocTransformer.
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sentence words (M)data set
pairs (M) EN CS

authentic 61 617 702
EN-mono (NewsCrawl 2016–2018) 76 1296 1474
CS-mono (NewsCrawl 2013–2018) 51 700 833

total 188 2613 3009

Table 2: Training data sizes (in millions). All the data
are taken from CzEng 2.0.

750 subwords. However, the WMT submission for-
mat requires a segment-level alignment and also the
CUNI-DocTransformer decoding employs overlap-
ping sequences where sentence alignment is needed
(for details see Popel (2020)). Thus, the sentences
within a sequence are separated with a special token
on both source and target side (both during train-
ing and at inference time), which allows a simple
extraction of the sentence alignment.2

Some segments in the WMT input format con-
tain multiple sentences. When treating such seg-
ments as a single sentence, the resulting transla-
tions often missed sentence-initial capital letters
because there were almost no such examples in the
training data, where multiple sentences would not
be separated by the special token.

We thus decided to first split the input segments
into sentences using UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016).
Unfortunately, UDPipe tends to over-segment.3

Such over-segmentation may lead to serious errors
in the translation, even when using the document-
level model. We thus restrict the sentences bound-
aries detected by UDPipe only to boundaries af-
ter sentence-final punctuation, using a simple rule-
based segmenter from Udapi (Popel et al., 2017).
This improved BLEU on our dev set slightly.

3.2 Number-unit post-processing

We noticed three types of translation errors related
to numbers and units.

1. Attempt at converting numbers and units.
For example, the Czech sentence Je vysoký
pouhých 190 cm (meaning He’s only 190 cm
tall) was translated as He’s only six feet tall.

2If the number of special tokens on the source side does
not match the number of special tokens on the target side at
inference time, we back off to translating each sentence in a
given sequence independently.

3UDPipe is trained on Universal Dependencies (Zeman
et al., 2018), where titles and headlines with no final punctua-
tion are treated as sentences, which need to be detected by the
sentence segmentation.

Note that six feet is 183 cm, so the translation
was not exact.

2. Converting units without numbers. For exam-
ple, 27 Kč was translated as $27, while the
correct translation should be 27 crowns or 27
CZK.

3. Not converting separators. English uses com-
mas (or thin spaces) as thousand separators
and dots as decimal separators, but Czech uses
the opposite convention (with space being a
more common thousand separator than dot).
So e.g. Czech 179,500 kg means 179 and
a half kg (with precision up to 1 gram) and
the correct translation to English should be
179.500 kg, but CUNI-DocTransformer (and
many other systems) keeps the phrase untrans-
lated, resulting in a thousand times higher
value.

The first type is quite rare – 0.7% of numerical
expressions with units in cs-en and 0.6 in en-cs, ac-
cording to Table 3, while some of these cases may
be correct translation (correctly converted num-
ber and unit). The second type is more frequent
– 11.1% and 6.5%, respectively. The third type is
also frequent – in 100,000 Czech sentences from
CzEng 2.0 cs-mono, there were 2594 numbers with
a separator and out of these 275 (10.6%) were not
correctly converted in the English CUBBITT trans-
lations; similarly in 100,000 English sentences in
en-mono, there were 4376 numbers with a separa-
tor and out of these 263 (6.0%) were not converted
in the Czech CUBBITT translations. We have no-
ticed all three types of errors not only in CUBBITT,
but we have not inspected these other MT systems
in detail yet.

We implemented a rule-based tool which tries
to fix such errors in post-processing.4 It detects
imperial/SI units of length, weight, speed, area and
volume; units of temperature (Fahrenheit/Celsius)
and currencies (USD, CZK, EUR), but it can be
easily extended. By default, it keeps the units and
numbers the same (except for the thousand/decimal
separators), but it can be configured to convert the
units and numbers. We had to deal with several
edge cases, such as various ways how to write num-
bers and units or handling multiple numbers in a
sentence with a possibly changed word order (using
a word aligner).

4https://github.com/vsvandelik/
cubbitt-fixer

https://github.com/vsvandelik/cubbitt-fixer
https://github.com/vsvandelik/cubbitt-fixer
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kept cs-en en-cs

number unit # % # %

A yes yes 2 689 86.5 3 548 85.7
B yes no 346 11.1 268 6.5
C no yes 21 0.7 24 0.6
D no no 21 0.7 13 0.3
E detection failure 31 1.0 287 6.9

total 3 108 100.0 4 140 100.0

Table 3: Automatic analysis of numerical expressions
with units in a sample of 100 000 sentences from the
synthetic parts of CzEng 2.0. Numerical expressions
that were detected only in the source sentences, but not
in the (MT) translation, are marked as detection failure.
Cases B and C where only the unit or only the number
were converted can be safely considered as errors – so
the percentages are marked in bold.

Using our tool, we analyzed a sample of the
synthetic training data in CzEng 2.0 and found out
that at least 11.8% of Czech and 7.1% of English
expressions with numbers and units are translated
wrong, see Table 3.

After submitting CUNI-DocTransformer, we an-
alyzed the WMT2021 news test sets and found
out that there were only 4 sentences affected by
our post-processing. All 4 cases were of the same
type – “korun” was translated as “$”, which was
corrected to “crowns”,

4 Experiments in Marian

The goals of the experiments described in this sec-
tion were:

• Reimplement the Block-backtranslation train-
ing (Popel et al., 2020) in Marian (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018). Block-backtranslation
was first implemented in the Tensor2Tensor
framework in the CUBBITT system, also
known as CUNI-Transformer2018 (Popel,
2018).

• Explore the effect of Block-backtranslation
(vs. standard shuffled backtranslation (Sen-
nrich et al.)), checkpoint averaging and
Tagged backtranslation (Caswell et al., 2019).

• Try a novel type of Tagged backtranslation
with tags on the target side.

• Explore interactions of the above-mentioned
methods.

4.1 Marian settings

We followed the standard Transformer Big hyper-
parameters, with 6 encoder and 6 decoder lay-
ers (unlike CUNI-DocTransformer, which has 12
encoder layers). Other differences from CUNI-
DocTransformer are: Marian was trained on sen-
tences (no document level) of up to 150 subwords
(--max-length 150). It was trained on a sin-
gle GPU (instead of 8), but using 8 batches per
updated (--optimizer-delay 8), thus result-
ing in a similar effective batch size. Due to time
reasons we trained all our Marian models just for
a single epoch on the whole CzEng 2.0 training
data, containing all three parts: authentic parallel
data, synthetic CS-mono and synthetic EN-mono,
i.e. using both backtranslation and forward trans-
lation (Ueffing et al., 2007; Kim and Rush, 2016).
The English→Czech CUNI-DocTransformer was
not trained on the EN-mono part, but it was trained
“until convergence”, for 700k updates (which is not
easily converted to epochs because the authentic
data was upsampled for the Block backtranslation),
i.e. several times more updates that the Marian
model. Finally, we accidentally used too small
blocks in the Block backtranslation, as described
in the following section.

4.2 Replicating CUBBITT

In our first experiment, we tried to replicate the
CUNI-Transformer2018, which also uses the Trans-
former Big hyperparameters (with 6 encoder and
6 decoder layers) and sentence-level training. Our
Marian results were about 1.5 BLEU worse on var-
ious WMT dev sets on average, which is better
than we expected when training for a single epoch
only. According to our preliminary experiments,
including forward-translation data (EN-mono in
our case) makes the initial training faster (i.e. bet-
ter BLEU after the first epoch), although it does
not improve the final BLEU when training until
convergence. Forward translation data are great for
fast uptraining and model distillation – the newly
trained model is being trained to behave similarly
as the original model used to produce the synthetic
translations. The synthetic translations are consis-
tent (if no noising is used) – the same sentence is
translated always the same way.

While the final BLEU results are good enough,
the learning BLEU curves on Figure 1 do not show
the camel-shape progress typical for Block Back-
translation Popel et al. (2020). We also did not
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observe the synergy effect of Block backtransla-
tion and checkpoint averaging. The explanation is
simple: when dividing the data for Block backtrans-
lation, we accidentally used 10 blocks of authentic
data and 20 blocks of synthetic data. Thus there
was less than one checkpoint per each block on
average, which goes against the main idea of Block
backtranslation, where each block of authentic or
synthetic data should be big enough to fit at least
8 checkpoints (considering checkpoint averaging
with 8 checkpoints). We think this is the reason
why we do not see any significant differences be-
tween block and shuffled in Tables 4 and 5 and also
between these two tables (as an effect of checkpoint
averaging).

4.3 Tagged backtranslation

For our experimenting, we decided to try labeling
the data based on its authenticity — The labels
would have two parts, one specifying whether the
source side was an authentic sentence, or created us-
ing back translation or forward translation (Ueffing
et al., 2007; Kim and Rush, 2016), and the other
part specifying the same for the target side. We
tried having no labels at all, labeling only one side
or the other, or labeling both sides. However, in all
these scenarios, every label that existed specified
the authenticity of both the source and the target
side. This is very similar to tagged backtranslation
(Caswell et al., 2019) but we tried using our labels
on the target side as well and we explored possi-
ble synergy between block ordering or checkpoint
averaging by trying the different versions.

Since all of czeng20-train, czeng20-enmono,
czeng20-csmono were used, the labels were
auth+auth, auth+synth and synth+auth.
In each dataset, where the label was present, it was
situated at the beginning of each sentence, space-
separated from the sentence itself.

In addition to the main experimenting with the
four variants of source and target side labeling, we
created versions with data ordered in blocks (of
authentic vs backtranslated data). This resulted in
eight versions being trained — all combinations of:
source side labeling yes/no, targets side labeling
yes/no, block order / completely shuffled data.

When the training data was ordered into blocks,
there were about 10 blocks of each of the data
kinds (czeng20-train, czeng20-csmono, czeng20-
enmono) meaning 30 blocks in total. With our
checkpoint frequency this meant that one block

was slightly smaller than the data seen between
two neighboring checkpoints, which are very small
blocks. The completely shuffled datasets were cre-
ated from the block ones by shuffling them using
a random permutation. The order of data points
was the same among all block-ordered datasets and
same among all completely shuffled datasets.

For time reasons, we only managed to train
each model on a single epoch (using marian’s
--after-epochs 1). From the training, we ob-
tained eight variants, which we then did checkpoint
averaging on, creating additional eight variants. We
then evaluated these 16 variants on the wmt17 new-
stest dataset, and chose two representing models
for each — one was the model at the end of the
training, the other was the model that achieved the
best BLEU score on wmt17. We evaluated these
32 models on concatenation of wmt15, wmt16 and
wmt18 and chose those seven models that reached
the best BLEU on this testset.

4.4 Results

We observed some differences in performance
among the trained versions. The images below
show the development of BLEU score (measured
on a test set, not the training data) as the train-
ing progressed. We can see that there are differ-
ences among the versions but it is hard to find a
pattern in them. They also do not seem to be consis-
tent among the test sets — wmt15, wmt16, wmt17,
wmt18. When wmt15, wmt16 and wmt17 are con-
catenated, the differences seem to largely disappear
(see the tables below) and we still do not see any
clear pattern in the results.

We also fail to see clear differences in perfor-
mance between block ordering vs. completely shuf-
fled corpora, and checkpoint averaging vs. no aver-
aging. There is also no synergy between those two
in our results, which is very likely caused by our
setup of extremely small blocks. The blocks used
in CUBBITT were large enough to contain all eight
averaged checkpoints of certain models, while our
blocks didn’t even fully contain one checkpoint.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented two sets of experiments:
automatic correction of numeric expressions with
units in rule-based post-processing and various set-
tings of Tagged backtranslation.

The correction of numeric expressions with units
focuses on errors which are relatively rare and do
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Source labeling Target labeling Ordering best-BLEU final-BLEU
yes yes block 27.3 27.4
yes yes shuffled 27.3 27.2
yes no block 27.2 27.4
yes no shuffled 27.2 27.3
no yes block 27.2 27.2
no yes shuffled 27.4 27.4
no no block 27.3 27.3
no no shuffled 27.5 27.5

Table 4: Both BLEU scores shown were measured no the concatenation of wmt15, wmt16 and wmt18. best-BLEU
is the score of the model that achieved the best BLEU on wmt17, while final-BLEU is the BLEU of the model at
the end of the training. All of the models in this table are without checkpoint averaging.

Source labeling Target labeling Ordering best-BLEU final-BLEU
yes yes block 27.4 27.4
yes yes shuffled 27.2 27.2
yes no block 27.5 27.5
yes no shuffled 27.2 27.2
no yes block 27.3 27.3
no yes shuffled 27.4 27.4
no no block 27.3 27.3
no no shuffled 27.5 27.5

Table 5: This table contains the BLEU scores of models with checkpoint averaging. The columns are the same
and have the same meaning as in the previous table.

Source labeling Target labeling Ordering checkpoint averaging point wmt21 BLEU
yes no blocks yes last 20.1
yes no blocks no last 20.0
yes no blocks yes best 19.9
no no shuffled no last 19.9
no no shuffled no best 19.6
no no shuffled yes last 19.6
no yes shuffled no last 19.6

Table 6: These are the BLEU scores of the submited models on the wmt21 test set.
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Figure 1: wmt16 BLEU training curves of averaged
models

not affect automatic metrics such as BLEU much,
but can result in serious misunderstanding of the
meaning of the translation. Unfortunately, these
errors won’t be properly reflected even in the of-
ficial WMT (context-sensitive, but sentence-level)
manual evaluation, where each sentence’s score is
weighted the same, even if some errors are crucial
for the meaning of the whole document.

The experiments with Tagged backtranslation
using a Marian reimplementation of CUBBITT
did not show any substantial differences in the re-
sults nor any consistent pattern. However, we hope
that future work continuing the research on vari-
ous types of training data (authentic vs. synthetic;
forward vs backward; different domains) and their
synergies may bring new results and better under-
standing of the backtranslation training etc.

Figure 2: wmt17 BLEU training curves of averaged
models

Figure 3: wmt18 BLEU training curves of averaged
models

Figure 4: wmt16 BLEU training curves of non-
averaged models

Figure 5: wmt17 BLEU training curves of non-
averaged models
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Figure 6: wmt18 BLEU training curves of non-
averaged models
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